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1. Summary

We report on an existing program of research on the production and decay of par-

ticles contaiIfing the charm and beauty quarks. Charm is studied in Fermilab fixedl

target experiments E769 and E691. Design and development for a hadron collider

beauty experiment is studied in CERN test experiment P238 ar:l in simulation
studies for the SSC.

Support for this work is divided between this proposal (Task J) and that of the Yale

Accelerator Users Group (YAUG)(Task h).

- Summary
_ 3
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2. Personnel

The personnel principally responsible for this work are supported under both the

O.J.I. program (Task J) and the Yale Accelerator Users Group (YAUG) Proposal

(Task A). These personnel for the past year were:

Paul E. Karchin, Associate Professor

Robert F. ttarr, Assistant Research Scientist

Chris L. Darling, Ph.D. Student

Christos Liapis, Ph.D. Student

Stephen F. Takach, Ph.D. Student
Andrew Wallace, Ph.D. Student

-i

I

C. Darling and S. Takach will get their Ph.D.'s in May and have accepted post- doc-

toral positions. C. Darling will work for Duke University on the OPAL experiment
at LEP and S. Takach has already started at Cambridge University, England, on the

: e_experiment (NA48) at CERN. The other personnel listed above will continue with
the research program described here. We are pleased to report that R. Harr will

be supported by an SSC Fellowship for 1993-1994. For this year, we will support
a new assistant research physicist from the funds freed by tIarr's fellowship. This

position has been filled by Ali Rafatian who is finishing his Ph.D. at the University
of Mississippi with a dissertation based on Fermilab E769.

Also new this year is a grant from the Texas National Research Laboratory Com-
mission for design studies towards a beauty experiment at the SSC. This work will

be an extension of our continuing effort in this area funded under tlfis (DOE) grant.

The TNRLC grant will fund another research scientist position for wtfich we are
currently interviewing candidates.

i

m

Personnel
_
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3. Hadroproduction of Charm (FNAL E769)

(C. Darling, P. Karchin, S. Takach, A. Wallace)

A. large data set of nearly a half billion events were collected during the data run
in 1987-1988. The status of the on-going analysis and future plans are discussedi

below.

3.1 Progress in the Previous Year

3.1.1 Charm Production with Negative Pions

Papers were published in December, 1992 and February, 1993 issues of Physical
Review Letters on the differential cross-sections for charm mc_)n production in

pion-nucleon scattering and tile atomic mass dependence of the c;oss-section. These

papers were written by P. Karchin based on tile analysis work of the collaboration
including important contributions by recent Yale graduate students S. Takach and

C. Darling and W. Ross and Z. Wu who obtained their Ph.D.'s from Yale in 1991
and 1992, respectively.

The recent E769 papers considerably strengthen the world data on charm hadropro- .

duction, which indicate that charm hadroproduction is reasonably well described by

QCD perturbation theory, with only small non-perturbative effects. In particular,
the shape of the single particle charm meson cross-sections in Feynman-z and trans-
verse momentum (1)'1")are close to the QCD predictions for charm quarks. Also, the
charm meson cross-sections are found to be consistent with a linear dependence on

atomic mass, as expected for a short-range interaction. Recently, the collaboration
= sub,fitted a paper to P.R.L. on the production of the vector mesons D *+. We find

= the production properties similar to those of the pseudo-scalars D _: and D°,D °.

Copies of these recent papers are included as appendices to this report.

As part of his thesis work, C. Darling studied the technique of tagging charm and
beauty events with a single electron from the weak decay. These electrons are
characterized by large PT and large impact parameter. We found that while this

technique works well for charm, the sensitivity to beauty is about a factor of 10 less
than required to detect beauty at the cross-section expected from QCD perturbation

theory and the small amount of existing experimental data. Since we found that the

sensitivity is limited by the background, it may be possible to sigMficantly improve

Hadroproduction of Charm (FNAL E769)
5
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it by searching for a second electron or muon. This would be a substantial analysis
project and is a candidate for future work.

Current analysis work is focused on the production of tile charm-strange mesons D_.

This study is the primary responsibility of graduate student A. Wallace, wlm has
been working for about a year on E769 analysis. Shown in Figure 3.1 is a signal for

the decay D + --, ¢7r+, ¢ _ K-K +, in the invariant mass distribution for K-K+Tr +

(and charge conjugate). Tlds signal is summed over ali the types of incident particle
(Tr-,Tr +, K-,K+,p). We will study the dependence of the production on incident
particle type. It is of particular interest to see whether the production cross-section

is enhanced when the incident particle contains the same charge strange quark as

the produced Do. This effect is not expected from QCD perturbation theory. We

will also study tile production dependence on zl,_ and PT.

3.2 Expected Progress in the Next Year

The highest priority for E769 analysis aL Yale is to study the dependence of charm
production on the incident particle type. Tile analysis work of A. Wallace is well

underway for the decays (and their charge conjugates) D + ---, ew +, ¢ _ K-K +

and D + -, K*°K+, _,o --, K_Tr+. A. Rafatian will analyze the production of D O

and D *+ (and charge conjugates) via the decays D *+ _ D°Tr+, with D ° _ K-Tr 4
or K-Tr+Tr-Tr +.

We will work in close collaboration with colleagues at CBPF in Rio de Janeiro who
are analyzing the production of D + and A+ (and charge conjugates) via tl_e decays
D + _ K-Tr+Tr + and A_ _ pK-Tr +.

Since our analysis work is carried out primarily on a UNIX workstation cluster
. at Fermilab, we plall to establish a high speed TCP/IP link over our existing

leased data communications line to Fermilab. To establish this link we will install

a TCP/IP router at Yale.
_

lladroproduction of Charm (FNAL E769)
Expected Progress in the Next Year 6
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Figure 3.1: Invariant mass distribution for K-K+x + (and charge conjugate) show-
- ing signals for D + and D + ---' ¢ a'+, ¢ -' K-K+" A fit gives signal estimates of

70 4" 10 events for the D + (right peak) and 37 4- 8 events for the D + (left peak).

i
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4. RgzD for Beauty Physics at Hadron Colliders

(1_. Harr, P. Karchin, C. Liapis)

4.1 Progress in tile Previous Year

4.1.1 Analysis of Data from CERN P238

During October to December, 1990, a prototype silicon vertex detector was operated

in the CERN SppS Collider as a test for CERN experiment proposal P238. Although

the experiment was not subsequently approved, this test run has provided a uniquei

opporttulity to develop the techniques needed for studying beauty decays at hadron
colliders.

The analysis of the P238 data has progressed in several areas in the past year: all of
the raw sparse data tapes have been processed into a more compact form for further

analysis; fast alignment algorithms have been developed and used on a substantial

fraction of the data; the detector simulation has been fmc tuned; aspects of the

colliding beams are being looked at in the data; and analysis of d Nch/d rh event

multiplicities, and the charm production cross section are under way.

_l.1.1.1 Raw Sparse Data Processing

At this time last year we had just completed tile development of an algorithm to

process tlle _ 7 million P238 sparse data events. The algorithm cleans up the events

and compacts the data in a form ready for further analysis. During the summer of

1992, with the aid of Mr. Vinay Gupta, a student from Trinity College participating
in the New England Consortium for Undergraduate Science Education (NECUSE)

' summer student program, we completed the processing of approximately half the
sparse data. The other half of the data was processed by our UCLA collaborators
earlier this year. The raw data consists of more than 50 exabyte data tapes. After

processing, the data fits oil 8 exabyte tapes.
-

i

I/.&D for Beauty Physics at IIadron Colliders
8
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_.I.I._ DetectorAlignment

Detectoralignmentproceedsin 2 steps:firstaligningthe planeswithina given
quadrantand view;and secondaligningbetween thequadrantsand views.

The firststepcan be done by selectingtrackswithinthequadrant/viewand mini-
mizingthe sum ofresidualsfrom each reconstructedtracktoitshits,under varia-

tionsof thepositionsof the detectorsinthequadrant/view.The originalcode for
thiswithinquadrantalignmentwas writtenby our UCLA collaborators.This code

variedonlythelongitudinaland transversepositions(tothebeam) ofthedetectors.
We experimentedwith allowingrotationsofthedetectorsin theminimizationbut

foundno significantimprovement in theminimized quantity.Thus, we have opted
to usethe simplerprocedure.

The secondstepistoalignbetweenthe quadrantsand views.The onlyhandlewe

have on therelativepositionsofquadrantsisthroughthe factthatmost tracksin
an event originate from a common point. Also, because the 2 halves of the P238

detector were retracted from the beams during injection then repositioned for data
taking, we need to check tile alignment of the 2 halves for every collider fill. This

has led us to develop an algorithm based on constrained vertex reconstruction.

Basically, we m_zfimize the sum of X2'S from vertex fits for a sample of events,

under variations of the alignment parameters. We have made this process fast

by expanding the X2 to second order about the present estimate of the alignment
_ parameters. If fl represents the set of alignment parameters, then the minimization

= condition, OX2/O_ = 0, yields a first order equation for 6/3, a set of corrections
to the alignment parameters. We use 6fl to update the alignment parameters and

iterate until the result converges. Typically 3 iterations are required._

: A detailed derivation of the between quadrant alignment algorithm along with

checks of the results can be found in the attached memo "Inter-Quadrant Align-

ment". To date about a third of the data sets have been aligned with more being
done in parallel with the data analysis.

._.1.I.3 Simulation

In the past year we spent some time fine tuning our detector simulation in prepa-
- ration for data analysis. We use a GEANT based detector simulation mated to

: the PYTIIIA event generator. We made some modifications to allow us to better

estimate the fraction of fake tracks. We rewrote the detector geometry to accurately

R&D for Beauty Physics at ttadron Colliders

Progress in the Previous Year 9
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reflect the detector positions determined by tile detector alignments, an important
detail in calculating the detector acceptance.

In reworking the detector geometry we were also attempting to reduce the time

required to generate each event. Although we achieved a reduction of about 10% in
computation time, it still took nearly 1 second to generate an event. To generate

a sample comparable to our data set would then require a good fraction of a year
with the single VAX workstation available at that time (and would have to share
the CPU with the data analysis). In January we purchased a Digital Equipment

DEC 3000 ALPHA workstation. After delivery and porting of software, we started

running simulations in early March and have now generated 9 million events.

4.1.1.4 dNch/d_7 Analysis

Christos Liapis has been pursuing an analysis of the d Nch/d_l distribution with
the P238 data for his thesis. Our data set of _ 7 million minimum bias events

far exceeds the data sets of previous measurements of d Nch/d 71at either the SppS

(44,000 events for UA5 [1] and less than i0,000 events for UA1 [2]) or Tevatron
colliders (less than 40,000 events for CDF [3]). We feel that our large data sample
will compensate for the P238 detector's limited acceptance per event and lack of a
stereo view.

Due to the relatively small longitudinal size of our detector (20 cre) compared to

the longitudinal beam size (ct _ 12 cm) the angular acceptance is highly dependent
on the position of the interaction. When integrated over the entire interaction

region, our acceptance in [ 7/I extends from 1.5 to above 5. For comparison, UA5
covered the range [ r/ I< 5 while UA1 and CDF were basically restricted to the

range lr/I< 3.5.

: The P238 silicon detectors are oriented in either of 2 orthogonal directions (z or y).

In the most straightforward analysis, these 2 projections are treated independently.

: We define a quantity r/z, the z projection of 77,and similarly 7/u. Figure 4.1 shows
a distribution of d Nch/d rl_ for 50,000 events from our data along with the results

from a sample of simulated events. As can be seen from the figure, there is excellent

agreement with Pythia at the level of statistics probed thus far. Christos is presently
: investigating how to determine the parent dN/drl from the dN/drlx and dN/drl u

distributions we measure. It may be possible to match a substantial fraction (N

50%) of track projections in z and y. When there is only oue track in a pax .icular

quadrant, matching is "automatic". If there is more than one track in a particular
quadrant, but each track passes through a unique set of planes, then matching is

R&D for Beauty Physics at Hadron Colliders

Progress in the Previous Year ] 0
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Figure 4.1: Distribution of d N,_/d _7, for 50,000 data events compared with sim-
ulated events.

It&D for Beauty Physics at Hadron Colliders
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alsopossible.While thismethod allowsdirectmeasurement of _1,the systematic
errorsmay be largerthan from usingtheun-matched tracks,oldy. . '

4.1.1.5 Charm Analysis

Sincethe P238 detectorisa prototypeof a vertexdetectorfora B-physicsex-

periment,itseems naturalto determinehow wellitcan "see"B decays,or more
generally,heavy quarkdecays.We expectthatcharm eventswilloutnumber beauty

eventsby an orderofmagnitude and thereforeconcentrateon findingcharm.

We've completedsome preliminarystudieswhich,though itsnot yetclearwhether
a charm signalcan be seen,have ledto severalconclusions.

• The primaryphysicsbackgroundcomes from decaysof 0,K s s and A's.

• Ifthe z and y trackprojectionsarealwaysmatched, the signal(and back-

ground) are a factorof 3 largercompared to that usingonly un-matched
tracks.

• When 2 verticesarecloselyspaced,thetaskofsortingout thebestassignmentl

oftrackstoeach vertexdoes nothave a perturbativesolution.In general,all

possiblecombinationsmust be evaluatedand thebestone chosen.

_.I.I.6 Beam Topics

The well developed software for detector alignment and vertex finding allow us to
measure properties of the pp beams. After reconstructing vertices on a sample of
events we are able to make plots of the x, y, and z projections of the luminous region
(see Fig. 4.2). With the high resolution of our detector, we are also able to see drifts
of the beam in ttle plane of the accelerator (Fig. 4.3) and the growth of the beams

versus time (Fig. 4.4).

At the luminosities characteristic in P238, the rate of event pile-up is comparable
to the rate of charm events before acceptance correction. This is not thought to be

. a seriousbackgroundsincethemultipleverticestendtobe wellseparatedalongtlle

beam (Fig.4.5)and have highertrackmultiplicitiesthan truesecondaryvertices.A
. plot of tile number of pile-up events versus time is shown in Fig. 4.6. Since the rate

of pile-up events is proportional to the collider luminosity, this may be a method to
measure it.

_ R&D forBeauty PhysicsatHadron Colliders

- Progressinthe PreviousYear 12
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of the z-coordinate for reconstructed vertices.

It&D forBeauty Physicsat Hadron Colliders
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Run 495
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Figure 4.3: Position of the horizontal center of the luminous region versus time.
The accelerator coast period for a single fill is typically 8 hours and is divided into
20 bins._

i
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Figure 4.4: Horizontal and vertical gaussian widths of the luminous region versus
time.
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Run 4-95
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of longitudinal distance between reconstructed vertices in
events with two vertices.
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Run 495
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- Figure 4.6: Number of pile-up events versus time.
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4.1.2 Design Studies for a Future Expcrhnent

' 1_. Harr and P. Karchin have participated in the series of four two-day workshops

sponsored by the SSC Laboratory and Fermilab on Beauty Physics at IIadron Ma-
chines. We've undertaken Monte Carlo studies to understand the acceptance for

decays important to measuring CP-violating asymmetries. The first of these stud-
ies is included as an appendix to this report. We found that at the SSC each unit

of 7/contributes about equally to the acceptance for B ° ---, J/¢ K_, independent of

17. We've begun work to extend this study to include other decay modes and initial
state flavor tagging.

We were recently awarded a grant from the Texas National Research Laboratory

Commission to further pursue design studies towards a beauty experiment at the

SSC. We are in the process of interviewing candidates for a research physicist funded

by this grant. This work will signilicantly eMlance the capability of our group to

pursue these design studies simultaneously with our other research activities.

We plan to participate in the upcoming Workshop on Beauty Physics at IIadron
Machines, June, 1993, in Snowmass, Colorado. P. Karchin is a member of organizingi

committee.

4.2 Expected Progress ill tile Next Year

The techniques that we have developed in P238 for alignment and vertex recon-

struction provide an experimental foundation for future beauty experiments. Our
measurements of event characteristics such as pile-up and the variation of the lumi-

nous region geometry with time are also invaluable for design of future experiments.

We plan to publish our results on these topics.

Now that the "nuts and bolts" of our P238 reconstruction software are in place, we

will concentrate on the physics analysis of this data. Our results on the angular

and multiplicity distributions ill minimum-bias events will also be important input

for design of future experiments. As examples, knowledge of these distributions are
needed to estimate the trigger rejection and background levels.

We will continue to assess our sensitivity for measuring the charm and beauty cross-
= sections. Either, if possible, would be the first measurement of these cross-sections

without a cut on PT which restricts the existing measurements to a small fraction

of the total cross-section.

R&D for Beauty Physics at ltadron Colliders

Expected Progress in the Next Year 18
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5. Photoproduction of Charm (FNAL E691)

(P.Karchin)

J

' Substantialprogresshas been made ina studytoelucidatetheanomalousstructures

with mass near 1800 MeV noted by J.Fisher(Phys. Kev. D44 (1991)1491)and
interpretedby him as exoticstates.With examinationofa largermass rangethan i

in our previously published data and by analysis of Monte Carlo data it is now clear
that most occurances of these structures have no statistical significance, except for

one case where the structure is an experimental artifact from mis-identification of

kaons as pions. In this analysis we've studied the decays (and charge conjugates),

D O_ K-vr +,
D + _ K-vr+_r +,

D +, D + _ K-K+vr + (including K* and ¢ resonances)

= and backgrounds from the decays,

D O__, K-K +, vr-vr+, K-_:+_r °
D + _ K-K+vr +, K-K+K +,

D + ._., K-K+K +
_

Most of this analysis is complete and we plan to write a paper on this work in the

coming months.

Collaboration on internal review has continued with recently published papers and

= work in progress, including a limit on the rate for D + _ vr+#-# + and a study of
_ J/¢ production.

Photoproduction of Charm (FNAL E691)
20
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6. Recent Publications, Talks, and Honors

Publications

C. Darling, P. Karchin, W. Ross, S. Takach and Z. Wu with G.A. Aires et al.,

"Feynman-z and Transverse Momentum Dependence of D + and D°,'D -° Production
in 250 GeV r--Nucleon Interactions", Physical Review Letters, 69, 3147, 1992.

i

C. Darling, P. Karchin, W. Ross, S. Takach and Z. Wu with G.A. Alves et al.,
"Atomic Mass Dependence of D + and D°,D -° Production in 250 GeV _r+-Nucle on

Interactions", Physical Review Letters, 70, 722, 1993.

C. Darling, P. Karchin, W. Ross, S. Takach, A. Wallace and Z. Wu with G.A. Alves

et al., "D *_: Production in 250 GeV 7r_-Nucle on Interactions", Fermqab Preprint
FERMILAB-Pub-93/081-E, submitted to Physical Review Letters, April, 1993.

It. ltarr and P. Karchin, "Effect of Polar Angle Acceptance on Efficiency for De-

tecting B ° "-* J/¢K_ at the SSC", Yale University HEP Report, December, 1993.

P. Karchin and W. Ross with J.C. Anjos et al., "Study of the Doubly Cabibbo-

Suppressed Decay D + _ ¢ K+ and the Singly Cabibbo-Suppressed Decay D + --*

_bK+'', Phys. Rev. Lett. 69, 2892 (1992).

p. Karchin and W. Ross with J.C. Anjos et al., "Study of the Decays D _ K31r",

Phys. Rev. D46, 1941 (1992).

P. Karchin and W. Ross with J.C. Anjos et al., "Experimental Probes of Final State

Interactions in D°-Meson Decays", Phys. Rev. D46, R1 (1992).

Invited and Contributed Talks

P. Karchin, "Experience from E769", Workshop on B-Physics at Proton Acceler-

_- ators, Experiments in a 20 TeV Extracted Proton Beam, SSC Laboratory, June

29-30, 1992.

P. Karchin, "Feynman-x and Transverse Momentum Dependence of D :t: and D°D °
Production in 250 GeV r--Nucleon Interactions", XXVI International Conference

on High Energy Physics, August 6-12, 1992, Dallas, Texas.

P. Karclfin with P. Skubic et al., "Tracking Tests of Double Sided Silicon Microstrip
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Detectors and VLSI Readout", XXVI International Conference on IIigh Energ]

Physics, August 6-12, 1992, Dallas, Texas.

P. Karchin, "Design Options for a Collider B Experiment", 3rd Workshop on B

Physics at IIadron Machines, SSC Laboratory, September 25-26, 1992.

C. Darling, "A Study of Beauty and Charm Production in 250 GeV a'+-Nucleon

Interactions Using Semi-Electronic Decays", 7th Meeting of the American Physical
Society Division of Particles and Fields, Fermilab, 10-14, November, 1992.

S. Takach, "Charm Production in Fermilab E769", January 8, 1993, Cambridge

University, England.

P. Karchin, "Hadroproduction of Charm in Fermilab Experiment E769", October
20, 1992, University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

P. Karchin, "Hadroproduction of Charm in Fermilab Experiment E769", December

16, 1992, University of Virginia.

P. Karchin, "Beauty and ttadron Machines", LAFEX International School on High

Energy Physics, Workshop on IIeavy Flavour Physics, February 11-13, 1993, Centro
Brasileiro de Pesquisas Fisicas, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

C. Liapis, "Towards a Measurement of dN/drl" , Meeting of the American Physical

Society, Washington, D.C., April, 1993.
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